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Why?

• International Agreements are not domestic law until 

made so

• Ratification requires consideration of domestic laws 

– Are there provisions in the RMA that are contrary to the 

spirit (and possibly the words) of the Paris Agreement?

– Could we show international leadership in being a fast and 

positive ratifier?



RMA Structure

• National Environmental Standards and Policy 

Statements

• Regional Policy Statements

• Regional and District Plans

• Applications for resource consents are determined by 

rules in plans that hang from policies.

• There is a hierarchical cascade, lower order 

mechanisms give effect to higher order.



Key Relevant Provisions

• Section 6 matters of national importance

• Section 7 Other matters

• Section 70E

• Section 104E



Section 7 Other matters

In achieving the purpose of this Act, all persons 
exercising functions and powers under it, in 
relation to managing the use, development, and 
protection of natural and physical resources, 
shall have particular regard to—

…

(i) the effects of climate change:

(j) the benefits to be derived from the use and 
development of renewable energy.



Regional Rules 70A

Application to climate change of rules relating to 
discharge of greenhouse gases

Despite section 68(3), when making a rule to control the 
discharge into air of greenhouse gases under its functions 
under section 30(1)(d)(iv) or (f), a regional council must 
not have regard to the effects of such a discharge on 
climate change, except to the extent that the use and 
development of renewable energy enables a reduction in 
the discharge into air of greenhouse gases, either—

(a) in absolute terms; or

(b) relative to the use and development of non-renewable 
energy. [emphasis added]



Section 70B Rules & 

standards

Implementation of national environmental 

standards

If a national environmental standard is made to 
control the effects on climate change of the 
discharge into air of greenhouse gases, a 
regional council may make rules that are 
necessary to implement the standard, provided 
the rules are no more or less restrictive than the 
standard.



Section 104E Consents

Applications relating to discharge of greenhouse gases

When considering an application for a discharge permit or 
coastal permit to do something that would otherwise 
contravene section 15 or section 15B relating to the discharge 
into air of greenhouse gases, a consent authority must not 
have regard to the effects of such a discharge on climate 
change, except to the extent that the use and development of 
renewable energy enables a reduction in the discharge into 
air of greenhouse gases, either—

(a)in absolute terms; or

(b)relative to the use and development of non-renewable 
energy.



• Should RMA include effects on climate change?

–Yes – it controls land use (eg urban 

form/transportation) and emissions, as well as sinks

• Is it to be a centrally driven approach only?

• Is it efficient, practical, effective, tikanga? (courts 

have suggested will lead to duplication)

The Issues



Suggested Changes to RMA

• Repeal sections 70A and 104E [Arguably, this 
may be necessary to ratify the Paris 
Agreement]

• Amend section 6 Matters of National 
Importance by adding to the list of matters 
that must be recognised and provided for:

– a significant reduction in New Zealand’s 

contribution to greenhouse gas emissions

Add climate change to s32



• Lobby for a national policy statement on climate change based on
the concept of encouraging a reduction to 1.5 global increase in
temperature over pre-industrial levels.

• Push for the establishment of a Futures Commission or Planning 
Commission of experts to provide independent advice to 
government on an integrated NZ incorporated approach to 
achieving 1.5 global increase in temperature over pre-industrial 
levels.

• Lobby for an equivalent of the land and water forum – a ‘1.5 degree 
forum’.

• Lobby for the national science challenges to include a cross-cutting 
research theme on how to decarbonise our economy (ie reduce our 
dependence on petrol).  This theme would be introduced during 
the five year review of the challenges

Other possible actions
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